
6.1 Vocabulary
Plants, fish, birds and insects, and their parts  •  Phrasal verbs  •  Irregular plural forms

MYSTERIES AND PECULIARITIES6
SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

1 Complete the sentences with the correct forms 
of the words in the box. There are two extra 
words.

coral     penguin     whale     bush     wasp     
butterfly     falcon     bee     shark     grass      
sea turtle     tree

1 The queen                      is responsible for building 
the nest, using wood mixed with saliva. Then it lays 
eggs in the hollow cells of the nest. 

2 As a child I walked along that path for so many times 
that I knew every single blade of                      .

3 If a person says they are having a                      of a 
time, they simply mean they are enjoying themselves 
very much.

4                      have an invaluable role in plants 
reproduction. They transport pollen between male 
and female parts, thus allowing plants to grow seeds 
and fruit.

5 Sadly, people kill                      for their eggs, skin, 
meat and shells.

6 My grandma’s rose                      , which were planted 
last spring, dried out and died.

7 Algae and                      have had a symbiotic 
relationship for more than 210 million years. It 
provides algae with shelter and supplies both 
organisms with vital nutrients.

8 If we don’t cut down the dead                      in our 
back garden, it may fall down and injure somebody.

9 Some                      have brightly coloured wings 
because they use the colour as camouflage. It helps 
them blend in with their natural habitats. 

10 When at sea, emperor                      are capable of 
diving to nearly 600 metres – no other bird can dive 
deeper – and stay below the water surface for more 
than 20 minutes.

2 Choose the correct options.

1 Although pandas / chimpanzees can walk upright, most 
of the time they move on all fours by leaning forward 
on the knuckles of their hands.

2 Elephants / Cows use their large, floppy ears to 
regulate their body temperature. 

3 Wolves / Bears don’t go into complete hibernation, the 
way some other animals do. For example, the ground 
squirrel freezes completely during hibernation, while 
wolves’ / bears’ body temperature drops down only by 
7 or 8 degrees Celsius.

WORD STORE 6A
Irregular plural nouns

3 Look at the pictures and choose the correct 
options.

4  Complete the sentences with some of the words 
in the box.

bacteria     bacterium     phenomenon     phenomena      
larvae     larva     antennae     antenna

1  Aurelia Borealis is a natural                      caused by the 
collision of gaseous particles in the Earth’s atmosphere 
with the particles released from the sun’s atmosphere. 

2  Even in my little village, there is an                      on 
every roof to receive TV signals.

3  The mulberry silkworm, an insect of complete 
metamorphosis, has four stages of its life: egg,  
                     , pupa and moth.

4  This new vaccine is highly effective against a wide 
range of                      .

5  Fog, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and erosion are 
only some of the natural                      of our world.

 two antenna / antennae

 a bacteria / bacterium

 many larvae / larva 

A

B

C
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Plants, fish, birds and insects, and their parts  •  Phrasal verbs  •  Irregular plural forms

1
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WORD STORE 6B
Irregular plural nouns

5  Label the words as S for singular or P for plural. 

strata criterion

hypotheses hypothesis

nucleus basis

data nebula

algae datum

bases stratum

fungus alga

nuclei millennium

nebulae fungi

millennia criteria

6  Complete the sentences with some of the words 
in Exercise 5. 

1  Throughout the                      and everywhere around 
the world, people have worshipped different deities. 

2  The statistical                      presented to us indicates 
that the majority of people find the colour green 
relaxing. 

3  Agriculture is the                      of my country’s economy.  
4  The Hubble Space Telescope took pictures of stars 

located in the Orion                      . 
5  The bank’s                      for lending money have been 

recently changed.
6                       digest and recycle dead plant material like 

leaves and seeds.
7  If not controlled, these                      can destroy all 

other life in the fish tank.
8  The                      of the quail’s embryo cells are different 

from these of the chicken’s embryo cells. 
9  In order to test his                      , the scientist has set up 

numerous experiments.

WORD STORE 6C
Plants and animal parts

7  Complete the text with the words in the box.

tail     lungs     lay     gills     larvae

8  Label the picture with the underlined words from 
the text in Exercise 7.

Frogs 1                     up to 4,000 eggs at a time. Then, within a 

few days, the 2                     of the frog, called tadpoles, hatch. 

In a 24-hour period the tadpole develops into an adult frog. 

First, the tadpole grows back legs. After that, front legs start 

to appear and the 3                     begins to disappear. Later, 

the tadpole reaches the froglet stage. At this stage, tadpole’s 
4                     , which help it breathe underwater, have already 

disappeared. Although adult frogs breathe through their skin 

most of the time, absorbing the oxygen in the air, they have 
5                     , too.

WORD STORE 6D
Phrasal verbs

9 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the phrasal verbs in the box.

come through     drive away     live off     
tell apart     give off

1  Sea anemones and hermit crabs form a symbiotic 
relationship in which the anemones                      the 
crab’s leftovers and protect the crab from octopuses 
and other predators.

2  Sometimes, it’s difficult to                      venomous 
snakes from non-venomous, because non-venomous 
snakes copy the colour pattern of the venomous ones.

3  Chemicals called pheromones are                      by ants 
to attract males or to signal danger to the colony.

4  If attacked by wolves, musk oxen stand in a circle with 
their young safe in the centre. By doing so, they form 
an impenetrable wall of horns which                      the 
wolves                      . 

5  Although winter months are difficult for brown bears, 
they                      them with the help of hibernation.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT

10  Choose the correct options.

1  Every strata / stratum of society has been affected by 
these social changes.

2  Patrick knelt down, cut the petal / stem with his pocket 
knife and handed the flower to Sue.

3  After the death of her husband, she lived off / gave off 
his pension.

4  Yesterday, a pigeon knocked a couple of times on my 
window with its fin / beak. It might have been hungry.

5  Sometimes, glands / caterpillars cause huge problems 
for farmers.

6  They are so similar that it’s almost impossible to tell / 
drive them apart/ away.
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6.2 Grammar 
Review

1  Choose the correct options.

1  When must is used to express speculations, it can / 
can’t have negative form.

2  When can is used to express speculations, it can / can’t 
have positive form.

3  When we speculate about a present situation we use 
a modal verb and infinitive / have + past participle form 
of the main verb.

4  When we speculate about a past situation we use a 
modal verb and infinitive / have + past participle form 
of the main verb.

5  Must is used to express strong believe that something 
is / isn’t true.

6  Can’t is used to express strong believe that something 
is / isn’t true.

2  Complete the sentences with the modals of 
speculation and the correct forms of the verbs in 
brackets.

1  The Tsarichina hole                      (must/be) one of the 
most mysterious places in the territory of Bulgaria.

2  Despite the wealth of information on the hole, nobody 
knows for certain what                      (might/happen) 
there.

3  The military                      (could/find) something that 
scared them, because they abandoned all excavation 
works and sealed the hole with concrete.

4  The high-ranking military officers                      (may/be/
misled) by the visions of the psychics.

5  The participants in the excavation works                      
(might/see) UFOs over Tsarichina.

6  Military officials                      (must/be) terrified at the 
time of the sighting of the mysterious flashing lights, 
hoovering in the night sky.

3  Complete the sentences with used to and would, 
and the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 
Where possible, use would instead of used to.

1  Tsarichina                      (be) a quaint village, before the 
excavation works started. 

2  Apparently, the Bulgarian Ministry of Defense  
                     (not/ doubt) the words of the psychics.

3  Every Thursday the soldiers                      (take out) rocks 
from the tunnel. 

4  The villagers of Tsarichina                      (feel) the 
presence of strange energy around the excavation site.

5  A psychic, working on the project Tsarichina,                      
(complain) about violent psychic attacks on her mind.

6  The Ministry of Defense                      (keep) the whole 
operation secret.

4 Complete the sentences with the relative pronouns 
in the box.

who     whose      which      where     when

1  Marina,                      father took part in the excavation 
works, died in mysterious circumstances.

2  The creature,                      the military officials expected 
to find, was neither a man nor a woman.

3  The day,                      the operation started, was 
marked by unexplainable incidents. 

4  Vanga,                      was asked for advice, tried to 
dissuade the military officials to continue digging.

5  Tsarichina,                      I was born, is famous for the 
most mysterious military operation in Bulgaria. 

5  Rewrite the sentences in Reported Speech.

1  ‘Are you here to ask me about the hole?’ enquired the 
villager.

 The villager enquired  .
2  ‘I didn’t enter the hole because the military officers 

wouldn’t let me.’ said Kekemenov.
 Kekemenov said  .
3  ‘Extraterrestrial beings will contact humankind in 2030’ 

told me the psychic.
 The psychic told me  .
4  ‘More and more people are becoming obsessed with 

the mystery of Tsarichina.’ added the journalist.
 The journalist added  .
5  ‘I have never seen anything like this before.’ confessed 

the old lady.
 The old lady confessed  . 
6  ‘I was writing strange symbols even during my sleep.’ 

the psychic said.
 The psychic said she  .

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT

6  Choose the correct options.

1  Local people must / can’t have seen an UFO fly over 
their town last night. They were all asleep.

2  She asked me where I had read about the mystery of 
Tsarichina. / had I read about the mystery of Tsarichina.

3  The scientist, who / whose daughter died mysteriously 
during the excavation works, was found dead, too.

4  In the past, many people used to / would believe that 
Tsar Samuil’s treasure was buried near Tsarichina.

5  About thirty years ago, the Bulgarian Ministry of 
Defense must be / must have been tricked into 
believing that a cosmic being was lying in an alien 
underground laboratory below Tsarichina. 

6  He said that he was / had been responsible for the 
excavation works in Tsarichina in the 1990s.

/6
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6.3 Listening language practice
The Devil’s Throat Cave  •  adjective synonyms  •  the + adjectives

1  Match the words in the box with the numbers 1–6.

column     limestone     cave     
stalagmite      cavern      stalactite

3  Find synonyms of the words column and empty in 
the text in Exercise 2. 

1                      = column

2                      = empty

4  Match the adjectives with their definitions.

striking  

beloved  

divine  

sorrowful  

5  Match the adjectives in Exercise 4 with their 
synonyms.

1                       = godlike

2                       = notable

3                       = precious

4                       = miserable

6  Complete the extract with the adjectives in 
Exercise 4.

1  loved very much by someone

2  very sad

3  attractive in an unusual way 

that is easy to notice

4  coming from or relating to 

God or a god

Extract from Students’ Book recording CD•2.42 MP3•74

1           are naturally formed hollow spaces below the 
ground with an opening or entrance large enough for 
a person to get in. Their sizes vary from tiny passages 
to vast systems of interconnected huge caves called 2           
and tunnels. Caves are usually formed when water runs 
through small cracks in soft sedimentary rock, like 3           . 
The limestone disintegrates and the crack gets bigger and 
bigger, forming a cave. When the cave is already formed, 
the water continues to drip into it. So, the minerals found 
in the water are slowly deposited on the floor of the cave 
as well as on the ceiling. With the passing of time these 
mineral deposits, also known as crystals, harden and build 
up into pillar-like formations. If they hang down from the 
ceiling, we call them 4           or when they grow from the 
floor they are called 5           . Stalagmites often appear 
under dripping stalactites. Occasionally, stalagmites and 
stalactites join from floor to ceiling and form 6           .

Extract from Students’ Book recording CD•2.44 MP3•76

You are absolutely right. Apollo taught Orpheus how to 
play the lyre but the result was surprising even for Apollo. 
Orpheus played and sang so beautifully that neither a god 
nor a mortal could resist his 1           music. He fell in love 
with and married Eurydice, a woman of 2           beauty. 
Unfortunately, their happiness wasn’t meant to last for a 
long time. Soon after the wedding, Eurydice was bitten 
by a snake and died. Orpheus was stricken with grief and 
his 3           singing deeply touched every living thing. He 
was advised by Apollo to descend to the underworld and 
ask Hades, the ruler of the dead, to see his 4           wife. So 
here comes the link between the legend and the Devil’s 
Throat Cave. Ancient people believed that the cave was 
the entrance to the underworld, so Orpheus must have 
descended into the realm of the dead through it. We all 
know the sad ending of this myth, don’t we?

2  Complete the extract with the correct forms of 
the words in Exercise 1. Listen and check.

WORD STORE 6E
the + adjective

7  Use the cues in brackets to form the + adjective 
nouns. 

1             (people who are disabled) can use the wheel-
chair ramp at the north entrance.

2  Legendary Robin Hood stole from            (people who 
are rich) and gave to            (people who are poor).

3  When the police officers came, paramedics were 
helping            (people who are injured). 

4  Firefighters evacuated            (people who are old) and  
           (people who are young) from the burning building.

5  Nowadays            (people who are talented) are 
often misunderstood by            (people who are 
unintelligent). 

B 4

5

C

6

A

1

2

3

4



6.4 Reading 
Collocations with pay, deliver and run

2  Read the text on page 83 in your Students’ 
books. Are the statements true (T), false (F) or 
does the text not say (DS)?

1  The name Vanga is the short version of the  

Greek name Vangelya. 
2  When Vanga was a newly-born baby, her life  

hung by a thread. 

3  Vangelya had a carefree childhood.  

4  Vangelya lost her sight only partially.  
5  After falling to the ground, Vangelya wasn’t  

able to open her eyes because of the sand  

and dust in them. 
6  Vangelya could see into the future even before  

the incident with the gale-force wind.  
7  Vangeliya’s powers were given to her by a  

group of heavenly beings.  
8  All Vangeliya’s prophecies were clear and  

easy to comprehend.  

3  Complete the sentences with the words in the 
box.

innate     prematurely     midwife     orphan     
deteriorate     manifest     fate     entity     prophesy     
shroud      humble

1  ‘You are going great!’ said the                      
encouragingly to the woman in labour. 

2  The first symptoms of his illness began to                      
themselves when he came back from Africa.

3  I don’t dare to                      what might happen in the 
future.

4  While the battle was raging, the commanding officers 
abandoned the soldiers to their                      .

5  After the desert storm, everything was covered in a 
thick                      of sand.

6  With no parents to look after her, the little                      
was hungry for love and affection. 

7  Knowledge makes                      ; ignorance makes proud.
8  We all feared that the little regional conflict may                      

into a full-scale war.
9  My brother, who is only five and has never had music 

lessons, plays the violin brilliantly. Apparently, he has a/
an                      talent for music. 

10  Our company has been acquired by a large foreign 
corporation and is no longer a separate                     .

11  Your skin can                      age, if you expose it to the 
sun for too long.

4  Complete the sentences with the words medium, 
fortune teller and psychic. 

1  One doesn’t have to be a                      to know what 
Henry is thinking.

2  My aunt claims she is a                      and helps people 
to contact the dead.

3  Yesterday, at the fair, an old                      read my fate in 
a crystal ball.

WORD STORE 6F
Collocations
5  Choose the correct options.

1  I was delivering / running a speech in front of my 
students, when the lights went out.

2  ‘Please, do deliver / pay me a visit!’ the young woman 
begged me.

3  My uncle pays / runs his own business; he is a butcher.
4  The mysterious wax-sealed letter was paid / delivered 

by hand.
5  Everyone, apart from Joan, likes being paid / delivered 

unexpected compliments. 
6  When Stan’s car crashed into the lorry, he wasn’t 

running / paying attention to the traffic.
7  It’s hard to run / pay the household if you are a single 

mother.
8  After seeing the strange shadow, the little girl ran / 

delivered headlong to her parents.
9  He advised me never to deliver / pay unwanted 

messages.

1  Match the phrases in the box with the pictures 
A–F.

small bones     palm reading     coffee reading     
fortune cookies     Tarot cards     crystal ball

A                                            

C                                             

E                                             

B                                             

D                                             

F                                             
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6.5 Grammar
Revision

1  Choose the correct options.
1 We use the Past Perfect Simple to talk about 

actions that happened after / before a particular 
time or event in the past.

2 We use the Past Perfect Continuous to talk about 
actions that were / weren’t in progress up to a 
particular time in the past.

3 We use the Future Continuous to talk about 
actions or states, which will be completed before 
a certain time in the future / will be in progress at 
a particular time in the future.

4 We use the Future Perfect Simple to talk about 
actions or states, which will be completed before 
a certain time in the future / will be in progress at 
a particular time in the future.

2 Complete the sentences with the Past 
Simple or Past Perfect Simple form of the 
verbs in brackets.
1 The tide                      (wash away) the sand castles 

that we                      (build) earlier.
2 After Simona                      (write) the article, she  

                     (proofread) it and unsatisfied with the 
result, she                      (click) the delete button.

3 My friends                      (show) me the pictures 
they                      (take) during their holiday in 
Greece.

4 Timmy’s little sister                      (tell) him about all 
the things she                      (see) at the craft fair.

5 The dog                      (look) guilty because it  
                     (chew) on my mother’s favourite 
carpet.

6 I                      (offer) the old woman some of the 
biscuits I                      (buy). 

3 Complete the sentences with the Past 
Perfect Simple and Past Perfect Continuous 
form of the verbs in brackets.
1 We were all tired because we                      (play) 

beach volleyball.
2 I actually cried with joy when we found our lost 

cat. We                      (look for) it for ages.
3 My parents were furious because the airline  

                     (lose) our suitcases.
4 Although Simeon                      (not/see) Katya for 

several years, he recognised her straight away.
5 Stella                      (try) to buy the concert tickets 

for months before her friend got them at the 
end.

6 The waiter served us the dish that we  
                     (order). 

7 Kalina was angry because she                      (wait) 
for nearly half an hour when her friends arrived.

8 Dobromir booked a plane ticket to Japan, a 
country he                      (not/visit) before. 

5 Complete the sentences with the Future Perfect 
Simple in the past and Future Continuous in the past 
form of the verbs in brackets.
1 I promised my teacher I                      (finish) my assignment 

by Wednesday.
2 We were all prepared that we                      (walk) around the 

little cobbled streets of the town the whole afternoon.
3 Krasimir thought that by the end of the month he                      

(translate) all the necessary paperwork.
4 Violeta believed she                      (pass) all her exams by the 

end of the summer. 
5 Stanislav hated the fact that he                      (clean) the house 

at all morning tomorrow.

4 Complete the sentences with the Future Perfect 
Simple and Future Continuous form of the verbs in 
brackets.

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
We asked 6 school leavers about their plans, dreams and 
aspirations. 

1 When I get older I want to be a scientist. By 2030, I hope,  
I                      (find) a cure for multiple sclerosis. 

 Nikolay
2 In ten years’ time I picture myself as a full-time mum.  

I                      (look after) my children and I                      
(run) the household. 

 Tanya
3 I want to be a sports doctor, so, in ten years’ time I                      

(help) injured sportspeople.
  Konstantin
4 I’m not very hopeful about the future. Probably, in ten years’ 

time, I                      (work) in a fast food restaurant. 
 Stoyan 
5 In ten years’ time I see myself as a successful business 

woman. By the time I complete 30, I                      (set up) my 
own investment company. 

 Petya
6 I imagine that by 2030, I                      (accumulate) a 

massive debt, and I                      (suffer) the consequences 
of all my past unwise decisions. 

 Todor

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT

6  Choose the correct options.

1 Marina hoped that next August she would have sunbathed 
/ would be sunbathing somewhere in the south of Spain.

2 By the time mum came home, we had prepared / had been 
preparing dinner.

3 Teresa gained weight because she had overeaten / had 
been overeating.

4 My family will be moving / will have moved to London 
soon. I can’t wait!

5 This time tomorrow we will be celebrating / will have 
celebrated our victory. 

6 I lost the notes he gave / had given me.
/6
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6.6 Speaking language practice 
Expressing doubt and uncertainty

1  Complete the phrases with the words in the box. 
There are two extra words.

serious     said     joking     rubbish     get     mean     
doubts     percent     unlikely     real     pulling     
suppose     kidding     sure     believe     never     
doubt

2  Label the phrases in Exercise 1 as F for expressing 
doubt and uncertainty in a formal way or I for 
expressing doubt and uncertainty in an informal 
way.

3 Complete the sentences with the words in the 
box.

unanimous     plot     foreboding     desolate     
occult     damnation     haunted     adept     
gullible     imminent

1 The criminal thought he would be sentenced to eternal 

                     for what he had done by a Higher Power. 
2 Being a fat and clumsy child, I quickly became  

                     in the art of avoiding bullies during my 
school years.

3 No one lived in the old block of flats next to the railway 
tracks and the old railway station was similarly  

                    . 

4 The jury was                      in their decision. They all 
agreed on the verdict ‘guilty’. 

5 The triangular                      of land, right next to the 
cemetery, has been deserted for years.

6 I will be                      by the vision of the yesterday’s 
terrible plane crash for the rest of my life.

7 She says she has                      powers, given to her by 
an elemental spirit.

8 We weren’t in a/an                      danger of getting lost.
9 When my dad fought in the war, my mum had the 

gloomy                      she would never see him again.

10 Carry is so                      she would believe everything.

1 I                      it. 

2 I don’t                      that is true. 

3 I can’t believe you                      that! 

4 You                      know. 

5 You can’t                      it! 

6 I am not really                      about … 

7 I have my own                      that … 

8 It’s highly                      that … 

9 You can’t be                     ! 

10 Are you for                     ? 

11                      real! 

12 I am not a hundred                      sure about … 

13 I                      you might be right, but … 

14 What a load of                     ! 

15 You’re                     ! 

4 Complete the words in the conversations. The 
first letter of each word is given.

1 A:  Hey, what’s that in the sky?
B:  Umm, I don’t know. It may be an eagle.
A:  Or a pterosaur.
B:  0Do not be ridiculous! Pterosaurs don’t exist!
A:  I don’t think so. Have you heard about the incident 

of 1989?
B:  No, I haven’t. What happened?
A:  Two boys from Plovdiv were strolling in a park not 

far away from the center, when they were attacked 
by two gigantic birds.

B:  1Y____ h____ g_____ t_____ b_____ k_____! There 
are no gigantic birds of prey in Bulgaria.

A:  Wait, wait! They pecked at the head and the 
shoulder of one of the boys. Then they lifted him 
about a meter off the ground and after carrying him 
for some time, they released him.

B:  2Y____ a_____ p_____ m_____ l_____! No bird can 
do that!

A:  No, no! Listen! The boys said that the birds had 
heads like lizards, similar to pterosaurs’ head.

B:  Really! 3C____ o____ i_____! How can you believe 
such nonsense? 

2 A:   Dear colleagues and fellow scientists! May I take 
this opportunity to present to you my theory about 
the Black Bird of Chernobyl. The evidence suggests 
that this Black Bird, seen on the day of the nuclear 
disaster to fly over the power plant, may have been 
the same creature sighted in Virginia, which led to 
the collapse of a huge bridge in 1968 …

B:  Pardon me interrupting! I 4s_____ y_____ m_____ 
b_____ r_____, b_____ according to my calculations 
there are more than fifteen years between the two 
incidents. 5I_____ i_____ h_____ u_____ t_____ a 
bird can live that long in the wild.

A:  May I not agree with you! Some birds are known 
to live for more than twenty years. Moreover, both 
creatures had similar physical descriptions; they 
both had huge wings and resembled a headless 
man…

C:  I’m sorry to interrupt you but 6i_____ i_____ d_____ 
t_____ these creatures, even if they had been 
present at the times of the incidents, could have 
caused them. 

A:  Further evidence shows that there were a number 
of unexplained phenomena before the explosion 
in Chernobyl; many people had terrible nightmares 
and received threatening phone calls. Any 
thoughts?

D:  7I c_____ n_____ t_____ y_____f_____ s_____ but 
the creature in Chernobyl might have been a black 
stork, an endangered endemic species to southern 
Eurasia.

A:  8I d_____i_____. How can you explain the 
nightmares and the phone calls then?

7



6.7 Writing
A ghost story

1  Complete the table with the words in the box.

shrill     mottled     hostile     writhe     phantom       
chain-rattling     gloomy     weird      decaying     
abomination     weeping     barren      hair-raising     
indistinct     poltergeist     crackle      jet-black

2  Complete the story with the words and phrases A–M.

A  lifeless
B  apparition
C  sent shivers of fear  

down our spines
D  grotesque
E  blood-curdling
F  squirmed
G  shriek

H gruff
I  abandoned
J  a sharp claw dug into  

the sky
K  murky
L  ominously 
M  shrouded

Words 
describing 
supernatural 
beings

Colours Sounds Feelings Creepy 
adjectives

3 Match paragraphs A–C in Exercise 2 with the 
functions 1–3.

1 creating suspense and developing the story  

2 setting the scene and the atmosphere 

3 presenting what happens at the end. 

4 Complete the sentences with the words in 
the box. 

a log     a glove     life     heavy      a bone     
boring     a whistle     clear      death      sharp

1 The film was as                      as watching the paint 
dry, so I decided to explore the ancient, creepy 
mansion next to the cemetery.

2 While my sister was sleeping like                     , I 
could feel a cold draft on my face coming from 
the closed window.

3 The huge talons of the grotesque creature were as                      
as razors. 

4 The face in the mirror wasn’t mine; it had red, 

piercing eyes and was as pale as                     .
5 When I touched the slimy-looking substance 

splattered on the floor, it was as dry as                    .
6 I could hear the heavy footsteps of the creature. 

Judging by them, it had to be as large as  

                    .
7 She didn’t know why but her head felt as  

                     as lead; suddenly, she sensed 
somebody’s presence in the room.

8 I was amazed; the strange extraterrestrial costume 

fitted my body like                     .
9 Nobody believed my strange story, but I wasn’t 

lying. I was as clean as                     .

10 Everything was as                      as mud! No one 
knew where the wax-sealed letter we had left on 
the table the previous night was.

5 Describe the two pictures using as much 
topical vocabulary as you can.

The grey mist
A The 1           old steep-roofed house stood alone on the 

outskirts of the village like 2          . Our grandmothers 
had warned us never to go near it,  but we, city children 
spending our summer holidays in a quiet village, hardly 
ever listened to them. 

B One 3           sleepless night five of us decided to pay a 
visit to the house. As we were getting closer to the  
4           -looking house, we saw that it was 5           in a 
thick, grey mist.  And then we heard a 6           scream! 
Actually, it was more of 7          . A/An 8           resembling 
a little girl slowly emerged from the mist and 
materialised on the porch of the house. 

 Although she looked like an ordinary ten-year-old girl 
wearing a red, knee-length dress, there was something  
9           about her appearance.  Her tear-filled eyes were  
10           and unfocused.  This 11          . Suddenly, she 
opened her mouth and asked in a 12           voice, ‘Do you 
want to play with me?’ We froze. She could see us! We 
ran like the wind, never to look back. 

C The next morning when I told my granny about our 
last-night experience she 13           uncomfortably and 
explained that such girl lived in the house fifty years 
ago.

6 Use one of the pictures in Exercise 5 as a 
starting point for your ghost story or a story 
about an encounter with the unknown. 
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